1. GenPath performs the technical preparation of the specimen(s)
2. Ordered stains are completed and returned to the pathologist for sign-out
3. Slides can be digitally imaged and viewed through STORMPATH™
4. Turnaround time is 1 day for technical prep of biopsies and IHC stains
5. Orders and add-on tests can be placed directly through STORMPATH™

STORMPATH™ is GenPath’s proprietary remote pathology solution, allowing community pathologists to perform the professional interpretation of surgical biopsies and immunohistochemistry stains. We designed STORMPATH™ from the perspective of a pathologist and provide the most complete, yet easy-to-use application for ordering, analyzing, and reporting patient results.

STORMPATH™ WORKSCREEN
- Easy to use functionality
- Areas for Diagnosis, Microscopic Description, Final Interpretation, and Case Comments
- Common diagnoses, interpretations, and comments can be saved in the user’s Pick List for future use
- Specimen images can be uploaded to appear on the report

SAMPLE STORMPATH™ REPORT
- Final report is branded for your practice with sign-out by your pathologist
- Results can be formatted to bring them to attention when needed
- Images appear below the results summary information

GASTROENTEROLOGY
DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES
GenPath is a full service, national pathology laboratory with over 15 years of diagnostic experience. As a complete pathology laboratory, GenPath employs specialized pathologists in the fields of gastroenterology, genitourinary, surgical pathology, hematopathology, dermatopathology, and cytopathology. GenPath is also a division of BioReference Laboratories, Inc., the third largest clinical laboratory in the United States. Combining our pathology expertise with a full-service clinical test menu allows GenPath to provide your practice with a comprehensive, unmatched GI offering.

**ADVANTAGES OF GENPATH’S GI DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES**

- **Comprehensive test menu**
- **GI Fellowship-trained pathologist**
- **Consultative reports and services**
- **Patient Service Centers for convenient specimen draws**
- **Unmatched insurance contracts including Aetna, Cigna, Anthem, and United Healthcare**
- **Ordering and reporting options to meet each practice’s needs**
  - EMR interface for HL7 ordering and reporting
  - CareEvolve, a proprietary online ordering and reporting system
  - STORMPATH, GenPath’s remote pathology web solution
  - Customizable paper requisitions
  - Auto-print for finalized reports

**HEREDITARY CANCER TESTING**
Targeted hereditary cancer panel for Lynch Syndrome, FAP, and MAP (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, EPCAM, APC, MUTYH). Larger panel for hereditary colorectal cancer also available.

**HISTOLOGY**
Histology for all GI biopsies. Also offered as a TC/PC split through our proprietary remote pathology solution, STORMPATH™.

**IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY**
Hundreds of IHC stains that can be applied to any gastrointestinal biopsy.

**MOLECULAR TESTING**
Comprehensive molecular laboratory for single gene testing as well as our OnkoSight™ suite of NGS panels for solid tumors, including colorectal.

**ROUTINE CLINICAL**
Chemistries, Lipids, Tumor Markers, Thyroid Testing, Immunoglobulins, HPV, Vitamins, PT and PTT – for a full list of routine clinical tests please see our Gastroenterology Clinical Test Requisition Form.

**COMPREHENSIVE HEPATITIS PANELS**
Panels for all Hepatitis interrogation including total, surface, and core antibodies, viral loads, and genotyping. Also offer non-invasive testing for baseline determination of liver status prior to therapy and after treatment.

**ALLERGY TESTING**
Hundreds of allergens are available including ImmunoCAP® Allergy Profiles for food allergies and childhood allergies.

**GASTRIC DISTRESS PANEL**
Identifies key allergic and autoimmune conditions that may be the cause of unexplained GI symptoms. The test can confirm the presence of antibodies in commonly associated conditions, including celiac disease and food allergies.
GASTROENTEROLOGY EXPERTISE

GenPath employs over 40 pathologists, including cytopathologists and surgical pathologists with expertise in gastrointestinal pathology. GenPath’s GI pathology is led by Liang Liu, M.D., Ph.D., who completed his GI pathology fellowship at Baylor Medical College and has over a decade of gastrointestinal pathology experience.

INSURANCE CONTRACTS

As a business unit of BioReference Laboratories, GenPath has insurance contracts with many national health plans and hundreds of regional payers, and through our Managed Care department, we are constantly working to increase these partnerships to gain coverage for our patients. Patient care and access are our highest priorities. Below is a sample of insurance plans for which we submit claims. For a full list of payers in your area, please contact your GenPath Account Executive.

NATIONAL INSURANCE PLANS*  REGIONAL INSURANCE PLANS*

- Aetna  - State BCBS plans
- Anthem  - State Medicaid plans
- Cigna  - HealthFirst
- United Healthcare  - Highmark

GENPATH GI REPORTS

GenPath’s GI pathology reports are clear and concise. GenPath pathologists will also perform consultations for cases that require a second, expert opinion. Our clinical reports clearly identify abnormal results in red and lists the previous result for that test in order to provide more context to the patient’s health situation.

PATIENT SERVICE CENTERS

Over 200 locations nationwide that provide specimen draws for clinical, coagulation, and genetic testing. No appointments are necessary and specimen pick-ups occur daily!
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